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Populism, unemployment and social injustice are the key challenges for the EU
European debate of the State of Union

Strassbourg (France), 15.09.2016, 08:46 Time

USPA NEWS - Populism, unemployment and social injustice are among the key challenges for the EU, said Commission President
Jean-Claude Juncker in his annual State of the Union speech in the EP on Wednesday. The refugee crisis, Brexit and counter-
terrorism were also debated with political groups´ leaders.

European Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker started his speech by naming the biggest challenges EU is facing now:
fragmentation, populism, unemployment and social injustice. “Populism does not solve problems, but creates them,“� he stressed.
Turning to Brexit, he said that “we respect and regret the UK decision, but EU as such is not at risk.“ We would be happy for the
request for Brexit to take effect as soon as possible.“� He also noted that the new relations with UK will not include “Ã la carte“�
access to the single market.

Juncker also touched on other challenges that Europe needs to tackle: swiftly ratifying the climate change agreement, further free
trade agreements with third countries such as CETA, data protection, fighting tax evasion, building capital union, access to high speed
internet and more job-creating investment. He also announced that the amount of European strategic investment fund would be
doubled.

On the refugee crisis he said: “We have started to see solidarity but much more is needed.“� He proposed creating an EU solidarity
corps and a new investment plan for Africa. On counter-terrorism, he stressed the need to step up information exchange among
national police authorities and proposed, inter alia, strengthening Europol. And he announced a proposal for a European Defence
Fund.

Political groups´ leaders 

Conservative EPP group leader Manfred Weber (DE) noted the pro-EU views of some of the many young Europeans travelling through
Europe this summer with Interrail passes, saying that “for European youth, Europe means a better future.“� He also said that “Turkey
is an important partner, but could not be a full member of the EU." He concluded that: “People in Europe don't want a split Europe, they
want solutions.“�

S&D group leader Gianni Pittella (IT) thanked Juncker for his positive responses to his group´s proposals on sustainable growth, the
investment plan, jobs and the fight against tax evasion. Juncker´s speech had been “aware and responsible“�, he said, welcoming
flexibility and the lack of references to austerity. On Brexit, Pittella noted that UK Prime Minister Theresa May had kept the EU “in a
stalemate“� for the three months since the Brexit vote, and stressed the need for the EU to respond.

For the ECR, Syed Kamall (UK) said that “more Europe, more military integration, and more debts“� had distanced people from the
EU. “Dismissing people´s legitimate concerns will drive voters to radical political forces,“� he predicted, suggesting that the “EU could
do less, but better [...] to respond to new signals, deliver meaningful reforms, that helps us compete and provide opportunity for our
citizens in globalised world.“�

ALDE group leader Guy Verhofstatd (BE) said there is a split between generations on Europe, with the younger in favour and the older
more sceptical. “Populists preach a false sense of security, that with walls and fences we solve all the problems, but how do you keep
climate change or terrorists out of your country? With fences or with European policies?“� he asked, adding that “Europe is the cure
for the cancer of nationalism“� and that Brexit is an opportunity for Europe.

“It is always the shoulders of citizens that carry the debts,“� said Gabriele Zimmer (GUE/NGL, DE). “We keep talking about flexibility
and jobs, but how are citizens going to believe it?“� she asked, saying that priority should go to ensuring that the citizens of Europe
have “proper jobs and proper places to live.“� Zimmer also said that the EU has to be made more democratic.



Rebecca Harms (Greens/EFA, Germany) stressed that the EU is an answer in uncertain times of globalization and called for new
actions that could give citizens “new trust in a new common European path.“� She also called for a climate union and for swift
ratification of Paris climate agreement. EFDD leader Nigel Farage (UK) reiterated that he was pleased by the UK vote to leave. He
predicted rapid growth in opposition parties in Europe, saying that “you are not going to stop Eastern European countries saying no to
Merkel´s refugee policy,“� and that there would be more referendums on Europe.

Marine Le Pen (ENF, FR) called Juncker´s speech “insipid and faulty,“� saying that it was “basically like a funeral for the EU.“� For
Le Pen, “Brexit has really broken a taboo, it has showed that one can leave the EU and come out better.“� Replying to a question, she
said she would propose a referendum on Frexit if elected President of France in 2017. Finally, Diane Dodds, a non-attached member
from the UK, hoped that after Brexit “EU and UK will define and build new and mutually beneficial relations.“�
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